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Letter 766
The Shield of the Angel of Adonai
A Code of Honor
2019-03-11
Dear Jesus,
Saturday, 10 March 2019, 7AM.
As I write this Letter, (CS14) , the artist who I commission to draw the ideas which the Lord
Holy Spirit gives me, and I, are in the middle of working on a series of drawings depicting
the story of the High Priest Joshua, as found in The Book of Zechariah chapter three.
But this series was preceded by another drawing (the BOKAE* Idea 14), based on a dream I
had, which I documented in Letter 40a Volume 1. After the drawing was completed for
Letter 40a, and we went on to the BOKAE Idea 15a, (CS14) asked me one question. She
asked me how to depict the Angel of the Lord.
I had a printed version of her Xirst draft which depicted both Joshua (who later we also
called a Monk, since he looked like a Monk in the drawing) and Satan. So, as I sat at my
desk thinking about how to best answer her question, I started to draw on the sheet. I
thought for a moment, and then drew a sort of Shield in the air above the head of the Monk.
This was because I was thinking about how Scripture says that Yahweh is a shield to those
who believe in Him.
As I continued to draw, the Lord Holy Spirit kept giving me greater and greater detail. I
then sent what I had drawn back to (CS14), and she then transformed it into an actual
artistic drawing, which then was used in the present series of the BOKAE Ideas 15a-e. The
Shield itself became the BOKAE Idea 15.
But at the same time, the Lord also gave me the idea to draw, using my own computer
software, a digital version of the Shield, to be used as sort of a Family Crest. As I drew and
added more and more features, it became clear that this other Shield was highly versatile
and could be used for lots of other things.
Tonight, I will be presenting two Shields to an Elder of the Church here in the Valley, one for
he and his wife, and the other for their Church Fellowship. These digital prints turned out
very well, as I had taken the Xinished data Xile to the local UPS Store, where it was printed
out on high quality heavy paper stock, using a color laser printer. Below are links to two of
the Shields I have been given to date.
AOA Shield of Adonai / AOA Double Honor
*BOKAE: The Bureau Of Kingdom Artistic Endeavors
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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